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SLIPPED DISC
Those of you who have completed our course will know the correct term for a
slipped disc is a “Prolapsed Disc”, the discs can not slip. The good news is that
what goes wrong to cause this condition is much less frequent than previously
thought. The bad news is; it still occurs far too often when it could be avoided.
There are times when you have no say in the matter; TVs Kate Silverton tripped in
a small hole whilst reading her script for Big Cat Live in October ’08, after weeks
of agonizing pain she realized she wasn’t “just being a whimp” and sought help,
an MRI scan revealed the prolapse. Only about 10% of cases require surgery as
in Kate’s case – the other 90% get better without the need for surgery usually
within 10 weeks. Speak to someone who has suffered a prolapsed disc and see if
they or you want that pain for 10 weeks.
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of Health and Safety Executive This undue stress does not have to be just once, it can
approved First Aid at Work and and usually does occur after months or even years of
Emergency First Aid at Work doing a movement slightly wrong time after time – the
courses is to “highly recommend” cumulative effect will take its toll.
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training quickly declined unless but muscles – joints – the whole body.
regularly practiced.
Get Set Training are HSE
approved First Aid providers.
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£20.00 competition
After the good response to Novembers conundrum here’s another.
This time 2 words that together make just one of many actions you
may wish to do for an unconscious breathing casualty.

VERRYECO SITPOONI
The closing date is 5th February 2010. you can enter by e-mailing us at
mail@getsettraining.co.uk or visit our website and use the “contact us” page.
Winner of the November “Conundrum” competition was Helena Larder of British
Gypsum, the correct answer was PROLAPSE

